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• CMI is an independent, membership-based, not-for-profit organisation. It is the peak 

body for companies in the transformation to a low carbon economy.  
 

• Members – liable entities, professional service providers, banks, project developers, 
technology providers, academics, carbon market experts. 
 

• CMI works with Government to ensure effective implementation of policy 

 
• CMI facilitates the networks, knowledge exchange and commercial interaction amongst 

key government policy makers and regulators, industry, financiers and investors, 
professional services companies and technology solution providers.  
 

• Annual Summit May5&^ 
 

ABOUT CMI 
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AUSTRALIAN EMISSIONS REDUCTION SURVEY LATE 2014 
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• Collaborative initiative between the CMI and the Centre for 
Climate Economics and Policy at the ANU  

• Most comprehensive Australian business survey on emissions 
reduction. 

• 245 responses 
 
 

Respondents’ job titles: 
• Chairman 
• CEO/Managing director 
• Financial manager 
• General Manager 
• Partner 
• Environment manager 
• Sustainability manager 
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Electricity Generation

Mining

Oil and Gas

Agriculture

Industrial

Manufacturing

Consumer products

Waste management

Finance

Professional services

Sectors represented by survey respondents: 



AUSTRALIA’S EMISSIONS REDUCTION TARGET 
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Regarding Australia’s 2020 emissions reduction target, Australia should: 



AUSTRALIA’S EMISSIONS REDUCTION TARGET 
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To which countries should Australia look to in setting its post-2020 targets? 



ECONOMIC AND COMMERCIAL ASPECTS OF CLIMATE POLICY 
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Climate policy developments in 
other countries have an impact 
on Australian business and 
trade. 

Australia will be economically 
disadvantaged if we do not 
effectively price carbon. 

There are risks of adverse 
implications if our emissions 
reduction targets do not align with 
key trading partners. 



DOMESTIC POLICY – SAFEGUARD MECHANISM 
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There should be a penalty for companies that exceed their allocated baseline. 



DOMESTIC POLICY INSTRUMENTS 
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Looking ahead to 2020, which of the following policy instruments do you expect will be in place in Australia 
nationally by 2020? 

A renewable energy target 

A domestic offsets scheme such as the CFI 

Stronger standards, e.g. energy efficiency, vehicle emissions 

Support for R&D on renewables/CCS 

A cap & trade ETS, with a flexible price determined internationally 

Standards for emissions intensity of power stations 

The ERF or similar publically funded scheme 

A cap & trade ETS, with a flexible price determined domestically 

Feed-in tariffs for residential solar/large-scale renewables 

A baseline & credit ETS 

Other instruments 

A carbon tax or fixed-price scheme 

None of the above 



ECONOMIC AND COMMERCIAL ASPECTS OF CLIMATE POLICY 
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The private sector has a key role to 
play in funding emissions 
reductions. 

Economic growth for Australia will 
increasingly depend on how well we 
adapt to a low carbon world. 



SUMMARY OF SURVEY FINDINGS 
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• Australia needs a mix of appropriate mix of policy instruments – no 
silver bullet. 

• Carbon pricing will be back   

• There needs to be alignment with key trading partners on emissions 
reduction targets. 

• Need to re-define commercial disadvantage 

• The domestic policy response to meet out targets needs to be 
credible and effective 

• The private sector recognises its role and carry the load in the 
transition 



Reminder 
 

2nd Australian Emissions Reduction Summit  
 

‘Economic Growth in a Low Carbon World’ 
 

5-6 MAY 2015 
MCG – MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA 

 
 

Early-bird registrations now open 
 

Visit carbonmarketinstitute.org  
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Contact Details 
 

Peter Castellas 
CEO  
Carbon Market Institute 
Phone: 03 8601 1142 
Email: peter.castellas@carbonmarketinstitute.org  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Copyright and Disclaimer 

Copyright © 2014 the Carbon Market Institute Limited (CMI). No part of this presentation may be 

reproduced without consent. The opinions which may be expressed in this presentation do not necessarily 

reflect the opinions of the CMI directors, sponsors, partners or members. No responsibility is accepted by 

CMI, its directors, sponsors, partners, or members or the authors of any articles for the accuracy of 

information contained in this presentation or the consequences of any person relying upon information.  

The information contained in this presentation does not constitute financial product, investment, legal, tax 

or other advice and is provided for general information purposes only. Examples and case studies are 

purely for illustration. You should seek your own independent, professional advice and should not rely 

upon this information to make financial decisions.  
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